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Managing Feelings and Behaviour 
To become aware of own and others feelings. 
To begin to understand and follow some boundaries and routines. 
Activities: 
Life cycle of a duck, observations/ ducklings and eggs, Happy and Sad Faces (Morning 

feelings), Helping to clean out ducks, Good deeds calendar (See other areas) 

 

Choices and Alternatives 
To develop language through interaction, experiences, routines and activities. 
To be able to make individual choices when given a choice of two or more 
objects. 
Activities: 
St George’s Day story, The Ugly Duckling, New songs (See Hayley), ‘I Can’ 

board, Talking tray, Language bags, Talk Time Plans, Listening with Lucy. 

 

 

Reading and Writing 
To encourage the love of books and printed 
material through new and familiar stories. 
To develop simple mark making techniques. 
Activities: 
Knight’s shields, Bookmark (Ramadan) EID 

Cards, Duckling masks, drawing own 

interpretation of ducklings/ducks, Paper plate 

ducks, Group art. 

 

Summer 1 
Working Together 

To share experiences from home and 
nursery with parents and carers and 

influence home learning with the use of 
activity suggestions and sharing interests 

Inc Ramadan, Ducklings. 

 

Numbers/Shape, Space and Measure 
To recognise big and small things. 
To develop an understanding of simple 
measures. 
To develop an awareness of numbers/counting. 
Activities:  
Shape sorter/ Jigsaws, Water play with number 

ducks, Sun catcher moons and stars. Rose 

Badge, 5 Little Ducks song cards, Moon and 

star biscuits, Prayer bead bracelets. 

 

Health and Self Care/ Moving and Handling 
To join in with simple self-care and dressing routines i.e. hand washing, using the potty and healthy eating. 
To develop simple grasps. 
To enjoy sensory experiences. 
Activities: 
Prayer beads and bracelets, Linking ducks fine manipulative. Henna Hand Creative, Prayer mat Craft, Salt dough ducks, 

Moon sand, St George’s shields, Self-Care skills (Handwashing, Toileting, and Brushing teeth), Sensory Tray, Large group 

art., Outdoor obstacles/ equipment. (See other areas) 

 

The World, People and Communities 
To develop an understanding of the world around 
them by being introduced to new and familiar 
resources. 
To experience cultures and celebrations 
Activities: 
Cooking activity. Summer pictures. English tea 

party, ICT Duck water play, Bring objects from 

home i.e. colour explore and discover, Sunny 

Times galleries, Imaginative duck scene/Intro. 

 

Media and Materials 
To move to music 
To explore/experiment with a range of media. 
Activities: 
St Georges Day flag, Moons and stars dough 

cutters, Model mosque, Lanterns, 3D dragon 

modelling, Share creative activity (home), 

Ramadan exploration tray, large group art, 

Paper plate ducklings. 

 


